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Abstract — E-mail, SMS (Short Message Service) and 

traditional mobile information push methods cannot meet 

the need of mobile digital campus systems due to no prompt, 

inefficiency, expensive and low acceptance rate. Mobile 

PubSub (publish-subscribe) system and mobile instant 

messaging system are two ways to implement mobile 

information push. The former mainly adopts HTTP polling 

mode to request updated information, but its efficiency is 

low. On the contrary, the latter has good instantaneity, but 

it lacks subscribe capability and cannot push information on 

demand. Also, most of mobile information push systems 

provide text message service only, and cannot support 

streaming media service. To solve these problems, in this 

paper, a novel system architecture is proposed by combining 

the PubSub protocol (PubSubHubbub), instant messaging 

protocol (XMPP, Extensible Messaging and Presence 

Protocol) and streaming media protocol (RTMP, Real-Time 

Messaging Protocol). Also a new mobile campus information 

push system based on this novel hybrid system architecture 

is designed and implemented. Our experimental results have 

shown that our push system can provide reliable streaming 

media service with high efficiency and instantaneity. 
 

Index Terms—Mobile Push, PubSubHubbub, XMPP, 

RTMP 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Mobile terminal becomes one of the most efficient 

tools to receive rich intramural information resources, 

such as all kinds of notices of emergency meeting, 

campus security events, video courseware updated, job 

fairs held, and the reminders of examinations or lessons 

substitution, book arriving/returning time, intramural 

payment. There are two kinds of mobile information push 

systems: mobile instant messaging system and mobile 

PubSub (publish-subscribe) system. Mobile instant 

messaging system is widely used in our daily life for its 

real-time property, and can be classified into two 

categories. One is chat software like ICQ, MSN, Yahoo! 

Messenger, Skype, and the other are instant messaging 

systems based on specific mobile platform like C2DM on 

android, APNs on ios, and MPNS on Windows Phone7 

[1]. But these mobile instant messaging software are not 

fit for pushing intramural information, because most of 

them do not have the subscribe capability, which means 

they can’t push information on demand. On the contrary, 
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Mobile PubSub systems like RSS reader push 

information on demand. But they mainly adopt HTTP 

polling mode to request updated information, which is 

time-consuming and resource-consuming [2]. Since the 

pushed information is closely related to the education and 

intramural life, it should be protected from being leaked 

to unauthorized users. However, current mobile instant 

messaging systems and mobile PubSub systems 

introduced before are rarely aiming at campus, and not 

appropriate to be used in campus without any 

modification. Furthermore, they are restricted on 

delivering text message, rare dabble in multimedia 

information which is required by digital campus systems. 

So, designing a subscribable, instant, content-rich and 

cost-effective intramural information push system is very 

significant.  

Mobile instant messaging system and mobile PubSub 

system have their own advantages. A good practice is to 

combine the two systems together. In the paper [3], 

Zhonghua Wang, Xiaoli Xiong, and Yongguang Hou 

proposed a campus mobile learning solution based on 

RSS subscription, SMS and mail push methods. It is a 

hybrid system combining the RSS PubSub system and 

SMS push. But, the RSS HTTP polling technology is not 

real-time, the SMS push is not cost-effective, and users 

who can subscribe information are browser users, but not 

mobile users. AS to mail push method, it can’t achieve 

high acceptance rate. 

At present, domestic and foreign researches on mobile 

information push technology are mainly limited to instant 

messaging systems and PubSub systems separately. In 

this paper, a novel system architecture which integrates 

the PubSubHubbub, XMPP, and RTMP is proposed. And 

an effective android campus information push system, 

based on this novel hybrid architecture, is designed and 

implemented, combining the virtues of real-time, 

subscribable, content-rich and cost-effective. 

The remaining parts of this paper describe the follows: 

The system architecture and relevant protocols are 

expounded in section II, the corresponding technical 

realization is narrated in section III, the experimental 

results of this system are demonstrated in section IV, and 

in the end, in section V, we summarize and draw 

conclusions. 

II. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
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A mobile campus information push system is 

developed based on the proposed system architecture 

shown in Fig. 1, which mainly consists of push resource 

website, push proxy server, android push client, and 

streaming media server. The communication between 

push resource website and push proxy server is based on 

the PubSub protocol—PubSubHubbub. The publisher, 

which is the push resource website, publishes various 

information resources, such as intramural news, notices, 

and video courseware. And also takes the burden of visit 

from the browser. The communication protocol between 

push proxy server and android push clients is the instant 

messaging protocol—XMPP. The push proxy server acts 

as a subscribe proxy, forwards not only the subscription 

requests to the Publisher, but also the updated 

information to the android push clients. Push proxy server 

is the interface of PubSub protocol and instant messaging 

protocol, and is separated from the push resource website, 

which exempts the website from keeping persistent 

connections with android clients, and greatly reduces its 

burden.  

The streaming media server, which affords streaming 

media service, uses RTMP protocol to handle the 

streaming media requests from both browser clients and 

android clients. Android push clients are the terminals of 

this information push system, can subscribe and receive 

information. 

WiFi/3G/GPRS

Browser Client

Database

Push proxy server 1

Red5 origin

Push resource website

Red5 edge 2Red5 edge 1

Push proxy server2

Streaming media server cluster

News Notifications

Video 

courseware

Android push client 1 Android push client 2

 

Figure 1.  Fig 1. System architecture 

A. PubSubHubbub Protocol 

PubSubHubbub [4] is a server to server PubSub 

protocol between the push resource website and push 

proxy server in this system. PubSubHubbub adopts HTTP 

non polling mode which is real-time and cost-effective, 

enables subscribers to receive the updated information 

from publishers as soon as the information subscribed is 

updated. Hence the subscribers do not need to query the 

resource website continually.  

The PubSubHubbub consists of three parts: Publisher, 

Hub and Subscriber, and two stages: the subscribe stage 

and the publish stage.  

Publisher Hub Subscriber

3、submit topic & callback url

4、authentication

6、subscribe success

1、subscribe a topic

2、return Hub url

5、register 

subscription  

Figure 2.  Fig 2. Subscribe stage in PubSubHubbub 

Publisher Hub Subscriber

5、send updated topic feeed
1、Ping Hub：notice come

2、HTTP GET for topic url

6、copy that3、HTTP POST topic  to Hub

4、determine whether 

topic is updated  

Figure 3.  Fig 3. Publish stage in PubSubHubbub 

In the subscribe stage shown in Fig. 2, the Subscriber 

submits the subscribed topics to the Publisher, and the 

Publisher returns the Hub’s url, and then the Subscriber 

submits his topics to the Hub with his own callback url. 

After the mutual authentication process between the Hub 

and the Subscriber, the Hub registers this subscription 

with the Subscriber’s callback url.  

In the publish stage shown in Fig. 3, when the topic 

subscribed is updated, the Publisher sends a ping message 

to notice Hub the u 

pdate. The Hub sends a HTTP GET request for the 

topic feed, and then the Publisher returns a HTTP POST 

message to the Hub with the topic feed. The Hub 

determines whether the feed is updated, if updated, it 

extracts the updated topic feed, sends a HTTP POST 

request to the Subscriber. At last, the Subscriber receives 

the updated topic feed, and parses the feed to get the title, 

content, url and other information.  

B. XMPP Protocol 

XMPP [5] is one of the most flexible and prevailing 

instant messaging protocols. It is a real-time C/S 

architecture over TCP. In XMPP, loading of the server is 

onerous and that of the client is simple, which is suitable 

to mobile applications. Also the XMPP is open and can 

adopt SASL and TLS to guarantee the information 

security. 

The XMPP defines three roles: server, client and 

gateway. The transferred message is in XML stream 

format which contains three basic elements: Presence, 

Message, and Iq. The Presence element is used to 

determine the state of the user (client or server). The 

Message element is used to send messages between the 

two users, and the Iq element based on request-response 

mechanism allows two users to inquiry and response in 

XML format. 

C. RTMP protocol 

Traditional information push systems push text 

message only. Multimedia information such as video 
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courseware is usually required by campus information 

push system. RTMP is a streaming media protocol [6], 

and is employed to provide streaming media service in 

our system. RTMP builds over TCP or polling HTTP 

protocol and mainly transports audio, video and AMF 

format data between flash player and the RTMP  

streaming media server. RTMP uses different working 

mode to transfer video compared with traditional HTTP 

approach. In the traditional HTTP mode, the client 

downloads the video file to the local disk first and then 

plays it. The downloaded video can be found in the local 

cache, which is not secure. Also, if the content server is 

not speed-limited, the greater the client’s bandwidth is, 

the more bandwidth the server consumes. If is speed-

limited, the user experience may downgrade. 

In the RTMP mode used in our system, client can play 

video in real-time, and choose arbitrary playback position 

to play without downloading the former parts of the video. 

Also no any video is cached locally, so it is suitable for 

copyright protection.  

RTMP has several variant protocols: RTMPT protocol 

in which the RTMP messages are encapsulated over 

HTTP hence the RTMP can traverse firewall; RTMPS 

protocol which is over HTTPS and offers a secure 

connection; and RTMPE protocol which is an encryption 

version of RTMP. These versions can be adopted in our 

system. 

III. TECHNICAL REALISATION 

The push resource website is built based on the open-

source blog platform — wordpress, and the Hub in 

PubSubHubbub protocol is built with the wordpress plug-

in—pushpress. Here we combine the Publisher and Hub 

together to eliminate the HTTP request and response 

process between them. As a result, the whole system 

delay is lower. Fig. 4 explains this.  

Publisher/Hub 

combined
Subscriber

New content

 

Figure 4.  The Publisher /Hub combined 

Androidpn Server

Androidpn Client Session

1、register

2、create client session

3、maintain cliient state

4、push message

5、send message through session

6、client close

7、logout server session

  

Figure 5.  Androidpn workflow 

The realization of the instant messaging part between 

the push proxy server and android push clients is based 

on the second development of the open-source android 

push platform—androidpn. Androidpn [7] is developed in 

java, implements the XMPP protocol both on server and 

client. XMPP adopts Mina framework to manage socket 

connections, which is really suited for high concurrent 

information push situation because of Mina’s non-

blocking feature. The workflow of androidpn is shown in 

Fig. 5. 

1) The client opens up the client side application, sets 

up a persistent connection to androidpn server, and sends 

registration information. 

2) After finishing registration, the server establishes a 

corresponding session for the client registered, which is 

used to manage client’s state. 

3) Server sends message to the sessions alive via 

socket connections. Client receives the message, parses it 

and shows the message. 

Spring, Hibernate technology and Mina framework are 

used in androidpn server. In the top of the androidpn 

server structure shown in Fig. 6, there are four important 

parts: Session Manager, Auth Manager, Presence 

Manager and Notification Manager. Session Manager is 

responsible for the session management between clients 

and server. Auth Manager is responsible for user 

authentication. Presence Manager is responsible for 

clients’ status management. And Notification Manager is 

in charge of pushing information from server to clients. 

Androidpn client has integrated the asmack, which is 

the XMPP client side implementation for android. 

Androidpn leaves a power of work such as manage 

connection，send message and other laboring work to 

server, but creates lightweight clients. This is praisable 

for reducing android client power consumption and client 

burden. 

The subscriber of the PubSubHubbub protocol is 

implemented in java, and integrated with the androidpn 

server together to form the push proxy server. The push 

proxy server shares the user database with the push 

resource website. 

Subscribe, view details, video display and video 

broadcast functions are all implemented in the android 

push client. 

To provide streaming media service as well as possible, 

red5 is adopted as the streaming media server. Red5 [8] is 

an open-source server supports RTMP, RTMPT, RTMPS, 

RTMPE protocols, and flv, f4v, mp4 format video and 

mp3, aac format audio. Since streaming media consumes 

huge swathes of bandwidth, it is critical on server 

performance. So cluster the red5 to provide better QoS is 

a must. The cluster of red5 divides into two classes: the 

red5-origin and the red5-edge. Red5-origin is the server 

where releases videos, and the red5-edges are cluster 

servers, do not release videos but obtain videos from the 

red5-origin and then forward to clients. In the red5 cluster, 

a red5-origin corresponds to several red5-edges. Fig. 7 

shows the cluster architecture. The connections between 

red5-origin and red5-edges are MRTMP connections on 

port 9035, and the connections between red5-edge and 

clients are RTMP or RTMPT connections. Actually, one 

MRTMP connection is the RTMP or RTMPT 
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connections multiplexing. By this way, the workload of 

streaming media servers is reduced, and the clients can 

not access directly to the red5-origin, which protects the 

security of the media.  
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Figure 6.  Androidpn server structure 
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Figure 7.  Red5 cluster 

TABLE I.  COMPARISON OF PULL, PURE PUSH AND PUSH-PUBSUB 

 Pull Pure Push PubSub-Push 

Description 

Android clients 

polling for 

message from 

website 

continually 

Website 

broadcast 

message to all 

android clients 

immediately 

Clients subscribe 

topics, website 

publishes message, 

push server pushes 

notifications, clients 

pull detail message 

Latency 

Depend on 

polling interval, 

high commonly 

Low Low 

Server 

consumption 
Little 

Website takes 

most work 

Website is only 

responsible for 

publishing, while 

push server is 

responsible for 

pushing 

Client 

consumption 
Large  Little Little 

Subscribe 

capability 
Good  None Good 

IV. SYSTEM TEST RESULTS 

This novel hybrid mobile campus information push 

system is based on the PubSub-Push scheme proposed 

above. Table I shows the comparison of the traditional 

http pull scheme, pure push scheme and the proposed 

pubsub-push scheme, and we can find the advantage of 

the pubsub-push scheme on mobile campus information 

push system obviously. 

The proposed system is not only designed but also 

implemented in a real environment. It is very convenient 

and prompt for the android push clients to subscribe 

topics and receive information over WiFi/WCDMA/GSM. 

Fig. 8 shows the system push delay between the time 

when push resource website publishes one message 

(“Hello World!”) and when all android push clients 

receive it. 

The result in Fig. 8 shows that the way of pushing 

information over WiFi has the lowest delay, about 200 

milliseconds to 40 android clients, while the GSM way 

consumes about 900 milliseconds, the delay of the 

WCDMA way falls in between them, about 400 

milliseconds. Either way, the system proves efficient in 

its practical use. And the delay increases very slowly with 

the android push clients growing. So, this mobile 

information push system proves stable.  

The system effectiveness is demonstrated in Fig. 9, Fig. 

10 and Fig. 11, Fig. 11 shows the received video playing 

on android mobile and the live video broadcasting on one 

android mobile and playing on another android mobile 

and our website. 
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Figure 8.  Fig 8. System push delay 

 

Figure 9.  Push resource website 

  

Figure 10.  Subscribe and receive information on android 
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Figure 11.  RTMP video play and live broadcast 

V. CONCLUSION 

Traditional mobile instant messaging systems and 

mobile PubSub systems cannot meet the need of mobile 

digital campus system. A novel mobile campus 

information push system, which combines the 

PubSubHubbub, XMPP and RTMP, is designed and 

implemented in this paper. This system intends to enable 

publishers to publish intramural information like notices 

and video courseware to subscribers effectively, and 

enable subscribers to accept notices and watch videos 

including live videos both on android mobile terminals 

and on our website. The experimental results of this 

system indicate that the combination proposed is an 

effective way to establish a real-time, subscribable, 

content-rich, stable, reliable and cost-effective mobile 

campus information push system.  
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